its action is not limited so completely to the reproductive
sphere, but gets to the whole root of existence, if I may
be allowed to express myself so popularly and un-
scientifically. However, we have a draft of a small
advertising pamphlet here, and it would perhaps be
simplest to read you a few phrases from it. Dr. Sand-
hagen, if you please. . .."
Dr. Sandhagen, holding a paper well away from his
far-sighted eyes, began to read aloud in a heavy tone of
voice.
" Testinucleose is a lipoid which Professor Kobellin,
assisted by Dr. Sei Mitsuro and Dr. Helene Willfuer,
was able in the first instance to isolate from a certain
group of cells in the hypophysis. Its analysis and
synthetic preparation has at last been achieved after four-
teen years of experimental work.
" It is a -specific remedy, which not only possesses a
rejuvenating power, but has a general tonic effect. It
excites the formation of new cells in the system and raises
the power and enjoyment of life. Its effects are not
limited to the stimulation of the sexual functions, but a
general, quite surprising stimulation and resuscitation
of worn-out organisms appears after a course of Testinu-
cleose. Moreover, this effect has not only been achieved
in ageing people* but also in people who have needed
strengthening after illness or an operation, as well as
those who are by nature and disposition lacking in energy
and vitality. During the past few years science has
revealed the connection between the glands and mental
conditions. The dependence of mental conditions and
processes on the progress of the endocrine activity of
the glan4$ has been shown and proved by the action
of Testinucleose. Testinucleose is the synthetic prepara-
tion of a hormone which is only produced by certain
cells of the hypophysis, and to .a certain extent stimulates
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